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PLAYFUL SIDE OF
EVALUATION
Have you ever heard about the Hero´s
Journey? Its Joseph Campbell's archetype
used by authors and writers around the
world to explain the adventure of the main
character, who goes on an adventure, is
victoriouswins a victory in a decisive crisis,
and comes home changed orand returns
home transformed. Just as you, whenyou,
when you decided to join us in the VALITS

2.0 journey. Do you remember the points
collected while reading our last
Newsletter? They let you cross the
threshold and begin your personal
transformation by identifying and gaining
new skills … are you ready?

Games that transform the reality
Do Can you remember how many times
have you thought of moving to the
countryside? Are you sure that you possess
all necessary competences to take this
step?

You may try to check it by exploring “The
Farmer”, one of the games developed by
our team to test your
informal skills.
If it isn’t enough and you are
ready to face another challenge, you may
verify how would you lead in a
restaurant kitchen
by entering into “The
Cook” world.

We have already
developed 6 games which will help you
define your skills in playful way, and
more is yet to come! Follow us in the
social media or check our PLATFORM to
learn more!

ABOUT (RE)ADAPTATION:
WORKSHOPS IN COVID
ERA

Do you think we will go back
to the real-life events soon? Well,
we have certain doubts, which motivated
us to rethink the way of delivering our
National Workshops planned for June
2021. We are working on a new
methodology to make this experience as
much productive and participative as
possible, considering “real life” and “real
time“ options. If you have any suggestion
CONTACT US. We want to know YOUR
opinion!

DO WE STILL MEET IN
DENMARK? POSITIVISM IS
AN OPTION
That is why we still believe that VALITS 2.0
Partners will meet in Denmark between
the 27th and 28th of May 2021. Equipped
with a dose of optimism (and stock of
alcogel)
we
constantly
challenge
ourselves, take the risk and test our
capacity to endure trouble and opposition
without becoming frustrated or anxious.
The capacity for patience may be
considered one of the new transversal skill
of the future, don’t you think so?

FROM VIF(IN) TO VIF(OUT):
DISCOVER
THE
NEW
PLAYER!
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After almost 15 months of project
implementation we say Goodbye to our
partner VIFIN and Welcome LudusXR!
LudusXR specializes in developing
computer games and digital tools for
learning,
education
and
training,
particularly in ERASMUS+ / EU projects. As
a VALITS 2.0 Partner, Ludus XR will ensure
you will never get bored of exploring
our evaluation tools!

MORE INFORMATION:
PROJECT SUMMARY
Contact us per email: info@valits.eu
Go to our website for all you need to know
about the VALITS 2.0 project.

www.valits.eu
Join us on Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter.

/VALITSPROJECT
/groups/8593565
@ProjectValits

@Valits2_eu

Within the competitive European employment
market Informal Transversal Skills get more and
more important. Especially for disadvantaged
people and low skilled persons theses Transversal
Skills could be the key to access a job.
The objective of the Valits 2.0 project is to assess
the Transversal Skills of these persons with a tool,
validating their skills with a Skills Certificate that
employers can trust and helping them to improve
their skills with the help of a Learning Guide.
Furthermore a training manual will be provided for
professional qualification consultants of how to
support these persons.
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